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Chapter I 1868-1869 

'A strong butterfly full of sunshine settles not long 
at any place .... Such a life has been mine.' 

JOHN Mum wrote the earliest of his extant journals while 
tramping through the Southern States in 1867. This has been 
published under the title, 'A Thousand-Mile Walk to the 
Gulf.' 

His second journal was written in California in the winter and 
spring of 1868 and 1869. Traveling steerage via Panama, he had 
arrived in San Francisco March 28, 1868, and had sauntered away, 
'in the bloom time of the year,' through the San Joaquin Valley and 
on to the High Sierra, visiting the Mariposa Big Trees, and spend
ing eight or ten days in the Yosemite. But being without money 
to supply his simple wants, he had to return to the foothill ranches 
in the vicinity of La Grange to work in summer harvests, and 
later to break mustangs and herd sheep. It was while he was 
shepherding the flock of an Irishman named John Connel, alias 
'Smoky Jack,' that he wrote the journal here published for the 
first time. A letter written November 1, 1868, to Mrs. Carr• 
announced: 

I am engaged at present in the very important and patriarchal 
business of sheep. I am a gentle shepherd. The gray box in which 
I reside is distant about seven miles northwest from Hopeton, 
two miles north of Snelling's. The Merced pours past me on the 
south, from the Yosemite; smooth, domy hills and the tree 
fringe of the Tuolumne bound me on the north; the lordly Sierras 
join sky and plain on the east; and the far coast mountains on 
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the west. My mutton family of eighteen hundred range overJ 
about ten square miles, and I have abundant opportunities for~' 
reading and botanizing. ; .. I shall be in California until next' 
November, when I mean to start for South America. 

The introductory paragraphs of the-sheep-camp journal, re- " 
viewing the months of November and December, 1868, wereW 

,,1 

probably written about the time the young shepherd made his I 
first dated entry, January 1, 1869. 

The events of the journal immediately precede those recorded 
in Mu~'s 'My First Summer in the Sierra.' 

'-) At Smoky Jack's Sheep Camp 1 

[December, 1868.J 

Since corning to this Pacific land of flowers I have walked with \
1 

Nature on the sheeted plains, along the broidered foothills of the j 
great Sierra Nevada, and up in the higher piney, balsam-scented 
forests of the cool mountains. In these walks there has been no. 
human method - no law - no rule. A ~trong butterfly full of 
sunshine settles not long at any place. It goes by crooked unan
ticipated paths from flower to flower. Sometimes leaving blos
soms of every taste, it aJights in the mud of a stream, or glances 
up into the shadows of high trees, or settles on loose sand or bare, 
rock. Such a life has been mine, every day and night of last sum- i' 

mer spent beneath the open sky; but last month brought Califor-:{ 
nia winter and rain, so a roof became necessary, and the question j 
came, What shall I do? Where shall I go? : 

I thought of the palmy islands of the Pacific, of the plains of 
Mexico, and of the Andes of Peru, but the attractions of California 
were yet stronger than all others, and I decided to stay another 
year or two. 

About the middle of last month, after warning him that I knew 

1 See Bad~'s Life and Letters of John Muir, vol. I, pp. 190-95. See also Muir's 
A Thousand-Mile Walk to the Gulf, chap. IX, 'Twenty-Hill Hollow.' 
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f ___. thing of the business, I sold my labor to an opa~ue little 
~an to herd sheep. I. was t~en at Pat D~lany s on the 
~ Iumne. 'Your camp,' said he, '1s about five miles fro.qi here, 
·:,.; on Dry Creek. You had better go right over tonight, for 

.o ".,,Y ·nh t bl • man that is there wants to qmt. ?u w1 ave no rou e 
ju 1inding the way. Just take the Snelling road and the first 
'shanty you see on a hill to the right- that's the place.' Well, I 
found the place, and a remarkably dirty and dingy old misshapen 
box of a place it was - like the poor Briton's dwelling which the 
King durst not enter; the rains entered it and all the winds of 
heaven whistled through it. 

The shepherd that I was to relieve was busy when I knocked 
at the shanty door, in the work of supper, which, as in most pas
toral cabins here, consisted of an uneasy-looking liquid called tea, 
brown beans, and speckled flapjacks. This supper affair accom
plished, the young shepherd began the recital of grievances, 
domestic and pastoral, mixed with much admonition for my profit. 
He was about eighteen years of age, and had tried the work of 
shepherd because he thought it would be easy, but the sheep, 
finding little to eat, roamed over the hills and levels of their 
pasture at a discontented pace, and in most disorderly and wide
spread companies, making the limbs of the gentle shepherd 
weary in their pursuit. 'I have tried many kinds of work,' said 
he, 'but this of chasing a band of starving sheep is the worst of 
all'; and he cursed the whole flock and the entire sheep business 
with cordial energy, and assured me that I had chosen a bad job. 

I asked him if he would stop with me one day to point out the 
range and to instruct me in dealing with the sheep. 'Ohl No 
need for that,' said he. 'It would do you no good. I am going 
~way tonight. All that you have to do is just to open the corral 
lil the morning and run after them like a coyote all day and try 
to keep in sight of them. They will soon show you the range.' 
And thus I was left to my own resources, out on the un:fielded 
Plains with eighteen hundred sheep to feed, besides the work of 
keeping house. 

On examining my cabin premises, the winter home of my adop-
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tion, I found one and a hali benches for seats, one teapot black as 
its contents from smoking on the fire, one pot for boiling beans, 
another larger cast-iron pot with cast-iron lid, called a Dutch 
oven, for baking bread, one tin and one earthenware cup, and a 
wooden water bucket. There was a sort of a rough rickety shelf 
in one corner, which I surmised might be intended for a bed. The 
sheep corral joined the shanty on the east side. At a late hour I 
sought a sleeping-place. None in the cabin looked innocent, and 
I thought of sleeping on the ground outside, but scattered every
where there were ashes, old shoes, sheep skeletons with tough 
tendons and ligaments still attached to them, old jaws and 
craniums, . and rams' horns, etc. And besides these dead evils, 
a good many wild hogs prowled about, so I had to submit to the 
perhaps lesser evils of the black cabin. I laid myself very doubt
fully down on the bed-shelf, and after speculating half-repentingly 
on the morrow1s duties and star-gazing through the faulty roof, 
I drifted off into merciful sleep. 

Next morning ere I awoke, long sheets of light came streaming 
through the seams of the cabin that reached from the gable to the 
floor. I was late and jumped hastily from the shelf, made tea, 
fried some watered :flour, and hastened to the sheep, who were by 
this time crowding against the panel at which they were accus
tomed to get out. Opening the gate, they came crowding out, 
gushing and squeezing like water escaping from a broken :flume, 
crossed Dry Creek, and scattered over a dozen hills and rocky 
banks, and I followed with an impre~ion that like spilt water 
they would hardly be gathered into one flock again. About a 
hundred old lean ones, together with a dozen or so of halt and 
lame, were inclined to stop behind and eat any kind of dried 
weeds or grass. About a thousand or so wanted to scatter until 
each had about an acre of ground to itself, while the remaining 
four or five hundred were 'leaders,' or rather secessionists, that ran 
convulsively at a gallop full of very short stops, as if determined 
to leave the flock for drea.med-of new pastures, but too hungry 
to fully carry out their plans. 

Of course, under the action of so many disintegrating forces the 
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:flock was soon widely scattered, the stragglers, called the 'tail 
end,' were soon far in the rear, tom off the 'main body' with 
ragged lines of rupture, the 'leaders' were mostly out of sight, 
and the 'main body' was sprinkled and dotted over the plains 
halfway to Snelling's. After a long chase I headed off the leaders 
and drove them back on the main body. The sky was cloudless, 
and the blazing sun inclined the woolly runners to halt for rest. 
All became moderate in their motions and nibbled as best they 
could at the short, dry grass, and I had time to round them into 
one flock, while a few lay down on the warm hillsides and chewed 
contentedly upon what they had already gathered. 

In the evening, when the sun was still two hours high, I headed 
the flock homewards. The cabin was about two mile:; distant, 
and, feeding towards it, they reached the rocky banks of Dry 
Creek about sunset, when, of their own accord and much to my 
surprise, they formed .themselves into long parallel columns and 
marched willingly across Dry Creek, up the bank, and into the 
corral. Thus my first day of shepherd life began and ended. 

I had to make as well as earn my daily bread, both of which 
operations were attended with difficulty. I filled the big cylindri
cal pot with dough and applied hot coals on the hearth, trusting 
the result might be bread, but the sticky compost, innocent of 
yeast or any patent inflating mixture, remained as passive be
neath the fire as an Indian martyr, and upon being pried out of 
the pot next morning was found to be black and hard over all its 
surface, and perfectly solid. It became extremely hard in cooling 
and looked like a cartwheel, and on attempting to cut out a sec
tion of it with a butcher knife it broke with a glassy fracture and I 
began to hope that like Goodyear I had discovered a new article of 
manufacture. My teeth were good, and I rasped on a block of it 
like a squirrel on a nut. I told my troubles to a neighboring shep
herd, and he made me wise about sour-dough ferment, and 
henceforth my bread was good. . 

The grass of 'the plains' is thoroughly dried in May and the 
young green grass does not sprout until the rains set in, usually 
in November or December. During all these months between 
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May and January, either the dry grass, which, on account of the 
absence of dew or rain, still retains most of its nourishment like 
hay, has to be relied on for pasture, or the sheep and cattle are 
driven from fifty to a hundred miles into the Sierra mountains. 
Here 'the plains' means all of the immense valley of the San 
Joaquin and Sacramento Rivers - a fertile, treeless tract of 
country, measuring about forty or fifty miles in width by five 
hundred in length. 

This year, the first general heavy rain of the season fell on the 
eighteenth of December, a few days after I began life as a shepherd. 
It is not Qften the rains are delayed so long, and farmers feared 
crop failure, and sheep-owners were disturbed by visions of starv
ing sheep. Every cloud-flake was watched, as were the changes of 
the wind and moon. 'Will it never, never rain?' they wailed in 
despair. At letigth the generous rain came to the thirsty sun
baked plains. Every waiting seed was bathed for ten hours and 
on the following morning each dead stalk and leaf was given a 
row of gem-like drops. Myriads of seeds beneath them sprang to 
life, while insects appearing suddenly played in the balmy air 
with the hum of a harvest noon. The plains, ere this dappled 
yellow and purple and brown, soon began ~o show tintings of 
green, and the ever-beautiful and glorious mountains became 
yet more divinely delectable. The nearest foothills are now rosy 
purple, which forms the lowest of four bands of color - the 
next higher, blackish purple, the next, deep blue, and beyond 
and above all, the summit peaks, clustered and spiry, are pure 
deep white - and all of these magnificent level bands are joined 
to each other, and to the sky above, and to the plains below as 
harmoniously as are the color bands of the rainbow. The first 
shower of the eighteenth belonged to a whole company which 
came trooping in close succession in loud-ppuring earnest. 

I begin to know a little more of sheep nature, but do not 
think that the study or aught else connected with it will ever be 
interesting to me. Five days ago I had difficulty in getting the 
flock home. About four o'clock they were scattered far and wide 
over five or six square miles of hills, feeding quietly. I was reading 
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on a hill that commanded a full view of them, not watching them 
much because they were so quiet, when suddenly I heard the 
storm-bleat amongst them, and all at once the whole flock came 
pelting over hill and dale as if every mutton-eating animal in 
the world was at their heels. Every one of the terror-stricken 
wretches ran for the middle point of the flock, and in a minute 
or so all were solidly massed. The cause of their alarm was not 
far to seek. A black threatening storm-cloud covered half the 
sky and was coming grandly on from the west, more like one of 
the summer storms of Wisconsin than any I had yet seen. When 
it broke upon the poor silly sheep, they turned their heads from 
it with piteous looks and crowded still closer together until they 
did not in number appear to exceed two or three hundred. 

The direction of the corral was at right angles to the path of 
the storm. I wanted to get them home, as night was approaching, 
but they would not stir a single step. I ran in front of them, 
shouting till I was hoarse, but they were as immovable as the 
hillside they stood on, and I might as well have tried to speak to 
the st(l)rm. In the meantime my two dogs were crouching to
gether and making a yet more piteous appearance than the sheep, 
and trying vainly to find a hillock where the sheet of flowing 
water coming from the hill would not reach them, observing me, 
however, all the time. Just as I stopped my noisy exhortations 
in despair and began to consider what to try next, the more 
experienced of the dogs, seeing the desperate. condition of affairs, 
dashed upon their conglomerate ranks, made vigorous use of 
teeth and voice, and soon compelled the felted phalanx to break 
homeward with ordinary life and sheepishness. I succeeded in 
getting all corralled before dark, excepting a few that drifted off 
like chaff before the wind, b~t these found shelter back of some 
hills and I found most of them the next day. 

After making tea in the black pot I ventured out in the dark 
to find the hiding-place of some weak sheep and to hear the storm. 
The night was what is usually called wild and dismal. The sky 
was one shapeless mass of blackness and gave rain in torrents, 
and the harmonious powers of the storm were glorious to feel 

·, 
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and hear. Not winter winds among the solemn pines, nor the 
storm-blasts of ocean I used to hear at Dunbar where the shore 
is rockiest, are more impressively glorious than the black night
storms of these broad happy plains. 

The last day of 1868 was a season of rich light and shade - of 
clear sky and heavy clouds. Cloud-shadows drifted heavily over 
the brown plains like islands of solid darkness in a sea of light. 
The air was balmy, making springtime for the flowers and in
spiring lark congregations with unmeasured joy. Like an ardent 
life this day was full of very bright and very dark places, meeting 
grandly and goldly like deep experiences in a noble character. 

January 1, 1869. 

The New Year was ushered in with rain, a black day without 
a single sunbeam. The purple and brown colors are fast fading 
from the Rlains, the bright youthful plant green is deepening 
with astoitishing rapidity. Every groove and hollow, however 
shallow, has its stream - living water is sounding everywhere. 
'Tumbling brown, the bum comes down, and roars from bank 
to brae.' I celebrated the Happy New Year crossing countless 
streams, running 'ower moor and mire through gude and gide' 
in full chase of the wretched sheep. 

Everything is governed by laws. I used to imagine that our 
Sabbath days were recognized by Nature, and that, apart from 
the moods and feelings in which we learn to move, there was a 
more or less clearly defined correspondence between the laws of 
Nature and our own. But out here in the free unplanted fields 
there is no rectilineal sectioning of times and seasons. All things 
flow here in indivisible, measureless currents. 

January 2. 

Rain with equal cloudiness over the whole sky continued 
unbroken until the afternoon, when sunshine gushed through 
jagged openings in the black heavens, and that portion of it 
which fell into the breasts of the blessed larks I was transformed 
to sweetest song. 

'The 'larks' of this journal are Western meadowlarks, not the horned larks 
more strictly so called. - F. H. A. 
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My insatiable sheep ran today faster and farther than ever, 
seeming to be assured that better grass was always just beyond 
them. Sheep are more restlessly discontented at the time of the 
first coming of green grass than at any other time of the year, 
for then they will no longer eat the old decaying grass, while 
there is not enough of the new to fill them. About the end of 
May most of the flocks in this and the adjoining counties are 
driven to the mountains, where they fatten in the sweetest and 
most luxuriant of wild pastures. On the approach of winter in 
October, they are driven back to their old long-dried pastures 
on the plains, where they discontentedly and famishingly roam 
the smooth bare hills until they die, or, if strong enough to pass 
this dead point of sheep life, gradually fatten and grow strong on 
the new year's grasses. 

This forenoon I saw a gray eagle come swooping down past 
the edge of the flock and alight on a bare sandy hillside. At 
first I could not guess what could bring this strong sailor of the 
sky to the ground. His great wings, seven or eight feet broad, 
were folded as he stood, dim, motionless, and clod-like as if all 
excelsior instincts - all of cloud and sky - were forgotten, and 
that, lark-like, he meant to walk about in the grass hereafter, 
or stand on a hillock like the little burrowing owl. But as I 
watched him attentively, the cause of his earthiness became 
apparent. Food, which brings both eagles and men from the 
clouds, was a-wanting - he hungered and came down for a hare. 
The hare he was after stood at the top of his burrow, erect and 
motionless as the eagle, and with his great beautiful eyes stared the 
bird king full in the face. They were but eight or ten feet apart, 
and well did each appreciate the other's thoughts. If the eagle 
should try to strike the hare, he would instantly dive into his den, 
and perfectly well did the eagle understand this. His only 
hope was that his long-eared game, weary at last of inaction, 
might venture to skim the hillside to some neighboring burrow, 
when he might sweep above him and strike him dead at a single 
blow from his pinions, then, checking his impetuous flight, wheel 
back, pick him up, and bear him to some favorite table rock, 
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satisfy his hunger, wipe off all marks of grossness, and go again 
to the skies. 

I cannot remember having seen any specimen of leg locomotion 
so swift, so graceful, and so effortless as that of the long-eared 
California hare. When disturbed by a dog, he scorns to hide in 
the ground, and bounds over the softly curved hills and hollows 
like the shadow of a flying bird, knowing, I suppose, the dog 
might dig him out. They are exceedingly abundant on the plains 
and smooth plain-like foothills, but do not go high into the pine 
regions of the Sierra. No butterfly North or in the sunny South 
lives a more flowery life than he -he lives and moves in one 
vast flower garden. 

January 3. 
Sky half cloudy. Great warm, soothing, magnificent mist-

sheets ar(Uupon the mountains this morning, bathing the tree 
buds and myriads of quickening seeds with a gentleness of ges
ture and touch that has no word symbol on earth. How inde
scribable in texture they are, and how finely do they conform to 
the sloping and waviµg topography of the hill-bands! 

January 4, 
Clouds cumulus. A warm, balmy, bright creation is this day. 

The purple and yellow of the soil and of the old plant stems are 
rapidly fading in the deepening green of young life. The little 
triangular rock fern, Gymnogramme triangularis, is unrolling 
its tiny fronds in sweetly arranged knots and mantlings along I 

the rocks of Cascade Creek. I do not know of any fern that has 
so wide a vertical range as this hardy and contented gold
powdered fellow. I have met it on the lower Joaquin and at all 
altitudes on the Sierra as far as Yosemite. Sunset-sky purple 
of the most refined quality. 

Dry Creek, on whose happy bank my cabin stands, is subject 
to sudden swellings, and overflows in the rainy season. Then 
it becomes a majestic stream, almost a river, with serious and 
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confident gestures curving about its jutting banks and horseshoe 
bends, carrying fence and bridge timbers, logs and houses within 
reach of its ephemeral power. In the course of a few hours after 
the close of a rain, it will retire within its banks, leaving many 
flat, smooth fresh sheets of sand. I like to watch the :first writings 
upon these fresh new-made leaflets of Nature's own making. 
One of these pages was made last night and was already written 
upon when I saw it this morning. It is made from a pulpy mass 
of ground lavas and slate and old ocean sands, beautifully 
smoothed and wavily shaded like a high cloud at rest. The :first 
apparent writing was done by a mollusc, the valves of which 
were about two inches in diameter. I found one belated specimen 
in his tracks. They set themselves on edge with the valves 
slightly opened to allow the worm-like motion of their muscle 
foot. Thus they slide along like a topheavy ship in handsome and 
inimitable crossing curves. A great blue crane had also printed 
this virgin sheet with footprints eight inches in length, and some 
other smaller birds and beasts had left their mark before I came 
to make mine - all easily read at present, but soon writing 
above writing in countless characters will be inscribed on this 
beautiful sheet, making it yet more beautiful, but also carrying 
it far beyond our analysis. There are no unwritten pages in 
Nature, but everywhere line upon line. In like manner every 
human heart and mind is written upon as soon as created, and 
in all lives there are periods of change when by various floods 
their pages are smoothed like these sand-sheets, preparing them 
for a series of new impressions, and many an agent is at once set 
in motion printing and picturing. Happy is the man who is so 
engraved that when he reaches the calm days of reflection he 
may rejoice in following the forms of both his upper and under lines. 

January 5. 

Clouds - a few filmy touches through which the sun is shining 
as through glass. Balminess and springiness from the same 
fountain as yesterday. The blessed larks are aglee with sunshine 
and fresh grass. 
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January 6. 

Black cirrus cloud, cold. A few flossy isolated parcels of mist 
are floating about loose in the foothills. When the sun was a 
half-hour high in the morning, it seemed as if made of silver in a 
condition a little more liquid and glowing than the silver of the 
moon, but still without any indistinctness of outline or glare. 
The sun's edge was not smooth, but had long unequal leg-like 
projections as if glowing silver had fallen upon a hard sky and 
spattered out in ragged rays. 

This afternoon all magnitudes were greatly exaggerated by the 
peculiar condition of the atmosphere. Sheep at a short distance 
looked like oxen, and hills at a mile's distance appeared to be at 
least ten miles away. These conditions are oftentimes reversed. 
One day I observed in looking over a plain a few moving dots 

,.,'on a hillock, and after watching their motions attentively for 
some minutes fully decided that they were not sheep from my 
flock but rambling hogs. On approaching them nearly, they 
proved to be oxen! Variations, mirages, etc., of all kinds are 
common upon these plains, but I seldom have seen any landscape 
so wonderfully disturbed as this one. If the Creator were to 
bestow a new set of senses upon us, or slightly remodel the pre
sent ones, leaving all the re!;t of nature unchanged, we should 
never doubt we were in another world, and so in strict reality 
we should be, just as if all the world besides our senses were 
changed. 

January 7. 

A magnificently lighted cloud rested for a long time upon one 
of the foothills, a few miles away. Trees peeted above it very. 
clearly. It appeared to have become too heavy in some way and 
sunk - foundered from its fellows to the bottom of the great 
ocean of purple air. The sunset is most resplendent- by far 
the most glorious in color of all the California sunsets I have 
beheld. The clear ordinary sunsets of these plains are exceedingly 
beautiful, and when one in full repose opens himself to their 
influences he will find himself happier than he dare tell; but 
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blurred as we commonly are, the gorgeousness of an evening like 
this is far more impressive. This is like a Wisconsin summer 
sunset, only the clouds are upon a smaller scak. 1 The flakes and 
hillocks and tufts and crumpled furrows of cloud are saturated in 
purple and gold, and all the edges are on fire. Below the clouds 
fl.oat delicate films of yellow upon pale green and blue - a great 
many dots also and islets and bars have place on the blue, and 
their crimson is rich and faultless as that of the main continents. 

A most glorious day, for which I thank God. 

January 8. 

Dim black cloud. Discovered myriads of Hepaticre • today 
when lying on the ground looking for germinating seeds. 

January 9. 

Black cloud - cool. Larks - ever-blessed - rabbits, mosses, 
and liverworts in throbbing joyful life. 

January ro. 

Light winds. Clouds silvery and translucent, few at the sunset, 
but brilliant crimson and gold. A most soothing, bland, warm 
day. Larks, the blessed, and the insect people overjoyed. In 
the forenoon when the sheep were quiet, I counted five hundred 
and fifty mosses upon one quarter of a square inch of rock by a 
creek-side. I saw longer light and shade splices upon the moun
tains than ever before. The blending overlaps were wondrous fine. 

Visited a pair of Chinamen rocking for gold in one of my pasture 
gulches. They are patient fellows, easily satisfied. 

January n. 

High north wind, variable beyond measure. A smooth, clear, 
open day, bounded by a misty morning and a rainy night .... 
No clouds. Discovered an exceedingly small black mushroom 

' The reader will remember that much of John Muir's boyhood and youth was 
spent in Wisconsin. 

' Liverworts, plants of a low order resembling the mosses, not to be confused 
with the flowering plant Hepatica. 
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on the ground, the head but one eighth of an inch in diameter. 
Great numbers of very handsome purple mushrooms half an 
inch in diameter are coming to light everywhere. They are about 
one inch in length and concave on top. 

The plants of these plains may naturally be divided into two 
classes, viz., water-loving, semi-aquatic plants, flourishing now 
in this raininess when all the ground is covered by a film of 
water - mosses, liverworts, fungi, cresses, etc.; and the drier 
plants maturing their seeds in April and May, not in moisture 
and beneath cold clouds, but in unbroken, unflecked sunshiny 
days and dewless nights. 

January 13. 

Light and filmy clouds. This afternoon my sheep were in
clined to be contented over their short mixed nibbling of plants, 
new and old, and towards night all were tranquilly outspread 
upon the wrinkled gulchy banks of Dry Creek just opposite my 
cabin. I always carry a book and usually find a few moments for 
reading. At this time I was luxuriating in Shakespeare, looking 
up occasionally to see that my leaders were not running off. 
Suddenly I heard a rushing sound which was followed by a kind 
of low frightened bleating. I looked over the flock and saw 
what appeared to be two handsome shepherd dogs, with very 
bushy tails and erect ears. They were about one hundred yards 
from me, and I saw that they had killed and were eating a lamb. · 
I set Fanny after them, but after chasing them pp the hill she 
abandoned the hopeless pursuit. I knew they must be coyotes -
California wolves, abundant everywhere on the plains and 
nearly to the summits of the Sierra. They are small, about the 
size of an English shepherd dog, but with longer, stronger legs. 
They are yellowish dark gray, and have a keen, spiky, whistly, 
musical bark. They are the greatest of all the enemies of the 
California sheep-raiser, destroying many of his lambs despite 
his watchfulness and industry in killing them off with poison, 
etc. They are beautiful animals, and, although cursed of man, 
are loved of God. Their sole fault is that they are fond of mutton. 

.•.•• % 
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January 14. 

Forenoon rainy, foggy, and opaque. Afternoon glistering-and 
transparent. Sunset common purple. 

January 15, 

Wind about equally divided in time from all points of the 
compass. Slight frost. A dense black mist came down from the 
mountains, lifting repeatedly to let the light through, and again 
bathing all the hills and their plants in dampness and shade. 
About one hour before sunset the whole landscape was splendidly 
illumined. 

A danger real or imaginary rattled the silly nerves of my sheep, 
and they galloped with a noise like thunder from the slopes and 
gulches, driving headlong for the center of the flock, and in a 
few seconds the whole eighteen hundred were squeezed and 
felted into a solid circular cake of mutton and wool. A sheep 
scarcely possesses a separate existence - the whole flock is 
required to make an individual. The body of the flock contracts 
and expands or bends like the body of a worm, but like the legs 
of a centipede all motions have reference to one common object. 

January 16. 

Wind from all points and very light. Clouds - a few dim 
coastlike streaks over the mountains. In the morning all the 
plains were white with hoar-frost crystals, and a slim grating of 
ice lances was shining upon the calm shallows. A bright, balmy, 
genial day. Read in my shirt-sleeves, or lay with closed eyes, 
when my sheep also became meditative and lay soaking and 
steeping in the sunbeams, which reached to the joints and mar
row. The ordinary tranquil purple of morning and evening 
divinely laid _on. 

January 18. 

A few films of clouds formed over the Coast Mountains, to 
which they appeared to belong rather than to the sky. Hoar
frost and dense mist in morning, and when the sun broke through, 
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a beautiful double white rain, or rather mist, bow was visible for 
fifteen or twenty minutes. When the mist was rolling off, that 
portion which was seen against the hills looked like an immense 
black wall with a perpendicular front rising within a few hundred 
yards of me. Another glorious day, full of light and joy and 

life. A purple evening. 

January 19. 

Clouds in transparent flakes. Warm, balmy life in every sun
beam. Perfect harmony in all things here. 

January 20. 

Purple morning and evening. The evening lark song is 'Queed
lix boodle.' Today is Tuesday with us mortals, but it must be 
Sabbath day in the lark calendar, for they have been holding 

'-) meetings extraordinary, and their songs were sweet and pure as 
the light which inspired them. Lark song is very absorbable by 
human hearts. It is about the only bir.d song of these plains that 
has been made with reference to our ears. Yet how grand must 
be the one general harmony of all nature's voices here - winds, 
waters, insects, and animals. Music belongs to all matter. There 
is not a silent, songless I?~rticle in the Lord's creation. A little 
fragment of wind is broken off from the main ocean, specialized 
and made to eddy and gurgle in the bosom of a lark, and that is 
made into music, all precious sweet. Wind also gurgles and 
vibrates about the angles and hollows of every surface grain of 
sand - each sand grain making a perfect song, bµt not for us. 
How spiritual must be the tunes that are born in the groves of 
these golden daisies I How the wind will pulse among the curves 
and points of these lovely corollas and among the pistils and the 
stamens with their sculptured pollen, but not one note is for 
mortals! But thank God for this arrangement of the wintl be
neath the feathers of a lark, and for every wind vibration that 

our ears can read. 
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January 21. 

Light southeast wind. Clouds transparent veils. Hoar-frost. 
The larks this morning sang to the words 'We' -ero spe' -ero we' -eo 
we'-erlo we'-eit.' I wish I could understand lark language. 

Dreamed in the sunbeams, when the sheep were calm, the 
plan of a hermitage: walls of pure white quartz, doors and win
dows edged with quartz crystals, windows of thin smooth sheets 
of water with ruffling apparatus to answer for curtains. The 
door a slate flake with brown and purple and yellow lichens. 
And oh, could not I find furniture! My table would be a grooved 
and shining slab of granite from the bed of the old mountain 
glaciers, my stool a mossy stump or tree bracket of the big dry, 
stout kind, and a bed of the spicy boughs of the spruce, etc., 
ad infinitum. 

January 22. 

Warm and balmy - the most exquisitely refined of all that is 
lovely in bright hushed springtime. 

Almost every bundle of plant life has been unrolled and 
Mother Earth is brooding her beautiful children. with loving 
appreciation of their coming glory. Lark song this evening is 
'Chee, cheel cheedildy choodildy.' Perched upon a stone or 
old post, they will repeat these words to music that is .invariable 
for an hour at a time. Sweet humanic song is this of 'the holy 
lark,' but doubtless there are ears to whom the small peepings 
and chapperings of the other little feathered people are equally 
sweet. 

January 23. 

Rained three hours. Yesterday was the Saturday of a glorious 
weather-week. Its first day, the fifteenth, was between light and 
dark. With heat and frost, wind and calm, the week developed 
from day to day like a flower in atmospheres of purple and gold 
- a sweet, bright, balmy cluster of radiant January days. 
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January 24. 

Clouds light, of large pattern. There are a great many 
beautiful snowy mist-lakes on the mountain hills, and evening 
comes grandly on. 

This morning, while observing the movements of my flock 
from a round hill towards Snelling's, I saw a coyote stealing 
from a thicket of dead weeds and earnestly watching an oppor
tunity fot a lamb. I did not make any allowance for his morning , 
hunger, but almost wished I had not seen him, that he might 
have had a lamb in peace. The flower hungers and watches for 
the sunshine, the sparrow for the grass seeds, and the wolf for 
the sheep. 

January 25. 

A yellow flower of the Umbelliferre came to the warm side of 
the sandy hills today. I notice also that one or two of the mosses 
have adjusted their cowls. 

January 26. 

A strong southeast wind with clouds of all species, mostly 
of large pattern. It rained one hour towards evening from finely 
developed cumuli. Two plants are now in flower, an umbellifer 
and a crucifer. The little white cress is the first, perhaps, of all, 
and is eagerly sought by sheep. It occurs in patches of miles in 
almost unbroken extent. The size, governed by soil, is from seven· 
to fifteen or twenty inches high. The old grasses qo not now rule 
the landscape color; they appear as if separate from the ground, 
floating on the surface of the green. A magnificent double 
rainbow bends over the foothills. 

January ·27. 

Had a heavy rain during the night, perhaps hail also. Clouds 
- grand islands and rocks of the finest textured cirrus - in 
some places are resting upon the ground. At one time in the 
morning I observed a well-defined colorless bow from the sun 
shining through one of these foundering mist-clouds. Dry Creek 
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is booming full now, and behaves like a river. I have to pasture 
my muttons upon the north side of the creek now. Found another 
flower today, making a beautiful trio in all. 

January 28. 

High winds. Magnificent cloud curtains in massive folds 
trailing over plain and mountain. Rain two hours in the after
noon. A beautiful black circle is about the moon this night, 
forty degrees in diameter, and the pure white moon shows grandly 
in so comprehensive and dark a setting. 

January 29. 

I found a few small companies of a splendid yellow starry 
Composita, the first of the glorious sheet-gold soon to cover all 
these hills and hollows and rocky banks like a sea. The heads are 
daisy-like and very simple, with rays yellow golden above and 
purple beneath; discs of the flowers are yellow, the stamens 
united only by tips, leaving the lower portions to bulge out in 
a crown-like form. 

This mongrel, manufactured, misarranged mass of mutton 
and wool called a sheep band, which I have tended, lo, these six 
weeks with a shepherd's care, are now rapidly being increased in 
number by little thick-legged, wrinkled duplicates - unhappy 
lambs born to wretchedness and unmitigated degradation. 

My master, Jack Smoky, alias Smoky Jack, called the other 
day and asked me whether I had ever 'lambed' a band of sheep. 
I answered that I had not, and that I had not the slightest idea 
of the duties of an accoucheur pastoralibus. 'Well, thin,' said he, 
'you better sind this band over to the ranch, and I will sind over 
Mike wid the wedder band for you to herd.' Here followed a 
long discourse upon the difficulties of lamb-raising, the profun
dity of the skill required, of his own wonderful attainments in 
raising the largest number of lambs from the smallest number of 
mothers, etc. In the af temoon Mike appeared on a neighboring 
hill and I ran to him to ask about my new flock of males - their 
habits and general behavior as compared with my congregation 
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of mothers. 'Och, shure,' said Mike, who like his lord and master \i 

was from the green, green isle, 'och, shure, all I can tell ye is ~ 
that they'll run from mamin' till night a full gallop, and if ye ,: 
keep in sight of them you'll do better than I've done. They have 
scattered over a hundred hills every day in as many different 
flocks, and they have mixed with every other band in the country, 
and now I'm plaguey glad to git rid of them, and my best advice 
to you is to rub plenty of mutton tallow and swate ile on your 
knee-joints every mamin' before you open the corral, for you bet 
they'll "run" - they'll run like h-1.' 'Never mind, Mike,' 
said I, 'I'll set my dogs after them.' 'Oh, they can outrun your 
dogs. Not a mustang in California can kape up wid 'em.' 'Well, 
at least I will not be bothered with bleating lambs.' 'Oh, yes, 
you will. There's ewes scattered all through the band; but I 
must go,' and away the fellow went with my ewes, exultant over 

__ )the change he had made, only stopping once and shouting back, 
'They'll run, they'll run like h -1!' 

I studied the disposition of the brutes, and found that their 
greatest fault was a tendency towards total disintegration. 
First a split of the whole flock, one half going on one side of a 
hill, the other half choosing the other side, these again bifurcating, 
until they finally deliquesced like an oak into branches uncount
able. This fault was soon cured by constantly setting the dogs 
upon every branch as soon as sprouted, and they soon learned 
to stop and tum back when I whistled, and the whole fifteen 
hundred became a unit in every way and as manageable as a 
trained dog. 

January 30. 

High southeast wind and clouds. One storm-cloud blue like 
tempered steel. Rain fell in great quantities during last night, 
also. three hours today. The whole face of the plains is bril
liantly mirrored with pondlets and netted with songful silvery 
rills. A cold bleak day. A good many of my sheep are dying of 
cold. 
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January 31. 

Nature's fields are fully green from mountain range to moun
tain range over all the plains. The late rains have made many 
shallow pools, and this evening they are noisy with a musical 
papulation. An immense crop of batrachians have come to life 
more suddenly than mushrooms. Where have all these frogs 
been during the long dry season? 

My sheep are long-legged and long-tailed, and come in gallant 
style from the hillsides when pursued by my two dogs. Today I 
observed one of the sheep inquisitively smelling and examining a 
large hare. The hare allowed the sheep to touch him with his nose. 

Without question this has been the most enjoyed of all the 
, . Januarys of my life. 

February 1. 

The sheep galloped along the rim of Twenty-Hill Hollow. 
Warm; the grass increasing rapidly. 

February 3. 

Large cumulus clouds. The sheep jumped excitedly from bank 
to bank over the creek. The excitement of each appears to be 
the united excitement of all. Heavy rain fell last night from the 
southeast. The river is higher than before in the season. 

February 4. 

Found a fragrant yellow violet I near Twenty-Hill Hollow, 
perennial, thick-rooted. 

February 5· 

Many a plant is tasting life now. 

February 7. 

A slight rain sprinkle. Flowers in rich plats a're opening fresh' 
and pure as ever did the best of uncursed Eden. Golden Com
posita, rays eight or ten, horizontal, purple outside, calyx-like 

1 Gold violet (Viola douglasii). - W. L. J. 
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involucre single, constantly one leaf to each ray. Disc flowers 
twenty to thirty, of a rich waxy yellow. Stamens and pistils 
beautifully united, white pistils united in a head or dome. 
Leaves pinnatifid. A most delightful plant. 

February 8. 

It rained six hours, also in the night. All streams are full 
again, and weak sheep dying. Mosses, liverworts, and cresses in 
full prime of health and stature; violets coming in deeper ranks. 
I observed a small plant on a rock with a pair of undivided 
cotyledon leaves. Next leaf higher, three-parted; the next five
parted, next seven-parted with great regularity. Parents some
times lecture children for snipping paper into fanciful shapes. 
How busily the Creator is at work today upon ornamental 
flower tissue! Those terribly correct parents ought to consider 

~their Creator and learn of Him, or, to be consistent, include Him 
in their fault-finding lectures forbidding waste of time on frivo
lous fancy. These grasses and flowers would make as good and 
as much mutton without such great pains of nicking and printing. 

February 9. 

Clouds are curtainy aroun~ the horizon. Rain half an hour. 
I found a rich purple bed of Alfilaria, and explored a rocky tribu
tary of Niagara Creek. The smoothest, whitest of mist is laid 
evenly over the foothills, conforming to every hollow and curve 
like a downy mantle of infinite fineness and lightness. We speak 
of mist as touching the mountains or lying upon the plains, but 
no name, no word is fine enough for the fair expression of mist 
contact with everything. 

February 10. 

Clouds form one equal sheet. Rain twelve hours - a cold, 
stormy day. All streams are full, the plain in soak- one shallow 
lake. My sheep are too cold and wet to feed, they run from 
shelter to shelter behind the hills. There is a wonderful charm 
about so rainy and dark a day. 
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February 11. 

A light dusting of snow fell last night. The snow-line of the 
mountains for the last month has been thirty or forty miles 
distant upon the upper foothills, but this morning it reached 
down below the last foothills to the very plains. About a hundred 
of my sheep died during the night. They lay in groups of three 
or four in the wind shelter of hollows and rocks. Behind my 
cabin, close against the wall, there were piled this morning five 
or six dead sheep, a few iiving sheep, some live hogs, and two or 
three dead hogs, all in one heap. Away out on the open plain I 
found a pair of little black pigs five or six months of age, exactly 
alike, lying dead in a small bed which they had dug in the sand 
just the length of their bodies. They had died without a struggle 
side by side in the same position. Poor unfriended creatures. 
Man has injured every animal he has touched. 

February 12. 

The snow-line has retired about ten miles up the mountains. 
The little early Composita is in small companies, bright and 
cheerful as ever - one of the most delightful flowers I ever met. 
Nature's three great colors -yellow, purple, and green -it has 
in perfection. Rays yellow above, purple beneath, involucre 
scales also purple tipped with white hairs. Stamen and pistil 
column white - all colors in one. 

Discovered on a hillside, near Twenty-Hill Hollow, a shaggy 
bush of the Compositre, namely, Baccharis. The smallest bush 
of any kind is a marvel upon these plains, and my very dog knew 
this to be a strange specimen. He stiffened his hairs and ran 
around it at a cautious distance, barking at it as if it had been a 
bear. I saw several bushy Compositre, six or seven feet high, in 
the Coast Range at Pacheco Pass. 

Found a large piece of silicified wood near Niagara Creek -
the season rings and knots very distinct. 
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February 13. 

Warm and unwintry again. The blood of plants and birds, 
chilled in the sleety cold of past days, is cheerfully warm and 
pulses once more with summer heat. The snow-line has taken 
another long step back.wards towards the great strongholds of 
the summit canyons. 

I was singing bits of 'Highland Mary' among the hills of 
Twenty-Hill Hollow, often repeating the lines: 

'There simmer first unfaulds her robes, 
And there they longest tarry,' 

when I chanced to look over into the Hollow and discovered 
patches of the first golden summer robe of the plains. I left my 
sheep on the rim hills and went down into the Hollow to meet the 
lovely visitors in their robes of gold. They numbered about one 
million souls in five or six companies. I welcomed them to the 
world, congratulated them upon the goodness of their home, 
and blessed them for their beauty, leaving them a happy flock 
in keeping of the Great Shepherd, while I turned to the misshapen 
half-manufactured creatures of mine. 

The Coast Mountains look grand in their new snow, and the 
mist-mountains over the San Joaquin plain appear like a central 
snow-clad range as rocky as the Sierra. 

Perhaps I do not understand the request of Moses, 'Show me 
thy glory,' but if he were here I would like to take him to one of 
my Twenty-Hill Hollow observatories, and aft,r allowing him. 
time to drink the glories of flower, mountain, and sky I would 
ask him how they compared with those of the Valley of the Nile 
and of Mount Pisgah, and then I would inquire how he had the 
conscience to ask for more glory when such oceans and atmo
spheres were about him. King David was a better observer: 'The 
whole earth is full of thy glory.' 

I think that if a revivalist, intoxicated with religion of too high 
a temperature for his weak nerves, were to awake from his ex
haustion and find himself upon the rim of Twenty-Hill Hollow, 
he would, above such sheets of plant gold and beneath such a sky, 
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fancy himself in heaven. Especially if a camp-meeting were going 
on at the time. He would say as he gazed upon the sheeted 
Compositre filling the flat spaces, paving every straight or winding 
ravine: 'Here are the streets of gold, and there are Wesley'snever
withering :flowers. I hear the blessed multitude, I breathe the 
atmosphere of angels, I am beneath the cloudless sky of New 
Jerusalem.' 

February 14. 

The go-quicks are out of their holes. Birds, squirrels, hares, 
and flowers are full of springtime joy. Winter made but one 
invasion of these plains, when he came down from his mountains 
with sleet and icy rain. Perhaps some birds died, many sheep 
and hogs, but not a single plant. Flower suns are rising in every 
quarter of the valley sky and mingle their gold with the silvery 
gleaming crystal stars of quartz so abundant here. 

February 17. 

Clouds of a filmy dimness on the summit. Black ants are out 
and at work. Many still in dull heaps dressing and getting fully 
awakened. 

February 18. 

A most lovely day. 'The ant his labor hath begun.' The bee is 
on the wing. The spiders are busily engaged in building and 
weaving. Nature'~ song is daily enriched with the singing wings 
of flies, and the air is sweeter with the fragrance of added flowers. 

Nemophila maculata came today. Its stigmas are small and 
black like spiders' eyes, and the corolla very delicate. Only the 
fingers of God are sufficiently gentle and tender for the folding 
and unfolding of petaled bundles of flowers. A gorgeous sunset 
sky. 

February 19. 

Clouds none, or only a few scarcely discernible touches. 
Earth's green mantle is rapidly deepening. Three flowers today 
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- Dodecatheon, Ranunculus, and a crucif er. The construction 
of a very fine quality of spider web is going on rapidly at present. 
A species of spider making an elegant circular web upon the dead 
branches of Eriogonum has the power of invisibility by rapid 
swinging in the center of its web. 

All the bird-music labor of the plains is at present laid upon 
the larks, but their hearts are in the work, and it is easy for them. 
The hills about Castle Creek, Lily Hollow, and Twenty-Hill 
Hollow are composed of porous, stratified lavas and quartz and 
slaty sands mixed and coarsely conglomerated and easily acted 
upon by rain. The high winds of winter, armed with rain globes, 
cut rapidly into the soil which is not protected by binding grasses. 
These hills are depressed about from one-eighth to one-quarter 
inch per season, as shown by the naked tops of perennial roots 
which have to strike deeper and deeper every year. It is inter
esting to observe how the Lord removes mountains without de
stroying a single plant inhabitant. Marine floating plants rise 
and sink upon the waves of the sea; so also sink and rise these 
land flowers upon the hill waves of the plain. 

February 20. 

Mist in the morning. I was lost in it with my sheep. Saw a 
small beautiful gray bird among the rocks of Niagara Creek. 

I 
February 22. 

Squirrels, ants, and lizards are engaged in' mending their 
dwellings. In walking the plains now one sees a sort of doubtful 
motion at the mouths of holes. These uncertain twinklings pro
ceed from crickets as they suddenly retreat to the bottom of 
home; also from squirrels and skim-fields - go-quicks, as the 
small swift lizards are sometimes called. 

February 24. 

Saw a wonderful effect of the setting sun in a sheep's eyes. The 
eyes appeared like green blazing gems .... 
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February 25. 

Four flowers were born today - the coiled fragrant Myosotis, 
a yellow Composita in Twenty-Hill Hollow, violet-like Scroph,1 

and a very minute rock flower. 

February 26. 

Clouds absolutely none in the forenoon. The ground squirrels, 
having found easy tunneling in a soft stratum of one of the hills 
of Twenty-Hill Hollow, have bored it round and round. It is 
curious to observe them standing bolt upright in a row watching 
the movements of my dog. They shout excitedly, 'Seekit seek, 
seek seekit,' of which I don't know the meaning, or whether 
meant for one another or for the dog. 

February 27. 
Very hot. Sunset glorious in purple clouds melted into films. 

This forenoon, while sitting upon the brow of Twenty-Hill Hol
low, I was startled by the swish of wings and by the sudden out
cry of my dog Fanny. An eagle had swooped upon her, though 
she was close to my heels, I suppose mistaking her for a hare. 

March x. 
Eight plants are now in bloom in Twenty-Hill Hollow, colored 

in sections like a map. 

March 2 

Three or four new flowers. Serrated ridge of cloud upon the 
Coast Mountains at sunset. Air transparent and delicious. 

March 3. 

Saw a homed toad today. Butterflies and polished beetles are 
coming out daily. 

March 4. 

Flower ranks deepening. Poppies and sweet Portulacre have 
come, and multitudes of insects. 

' Muir has abbreviated Scrophularia to Scroph, which is a sort of botanical slang 
Used still. - W. L. J. 
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March 6. 

Ants labor in earnest. All the plain is in full gush and blaze of 
glory. 

March 7. 

Myriads of insects are trying their new-made wings. Flowers 
in full, glad, rejoicing holiday attire. 

March 10. 

A cumulus bank over the Coast Range. Three flowers today 
-Leptosiphon, Gilia, Polytrichum. Hot. Caught a young hare; 
it had from instinct all the gait, tricks, and deceptions of old ones. 

March 13. 

Canary music today. 

March 14. 

Killed a rattlesnake that was tranquilly sunning himself in 
coiled ease about a bunch of grass. After dislodging him by 
throwing dirt, I killed him by jumping upon him, because no 
stones or sticks were near. He defended himself bravely, and I 
ought to have been bitten. _He was innocent and deserved life. 

March 15. 

The first grass panicle is open. 

March 16. 

It rained two hours. Found a little cress with beautifully em
broidered silicle.1 

March 17. 

Rain ten hours. Flowers are rising into life in glorious array. 
Observed a company of small waders, very rapid on wing, about 
the size of swallows and as swift. Ash-colored belly, white and 
shining like steel, graceful, and they have many gestures of the 
killdeer. 

1 One of the species of fringe-pod (Thysanocarpus). - W, L. J. 
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March 20. 

After an experience of a hundred days, I cannot find the 
poetry of a shepherd's life apart from Nature. If ancient shep
herds were so intelligent and lute-voiced, why are modem ones 
in the Lord's grandest gardens usually so muddy and degraded? 
California shepherds become sheepish. They will not commit 
great crimes, but only for lack of courage, not because of the pos
session of greater virtue. The whole business, with all of its ten
dencies, exerts a positively degrading influence. Milton in his 
darkness bewailed the absence of 'flocks and herds,' but I am sure 
that if all the flocks and herds, together with all the other mon
grel victims of civilization, were hidden from me, I should rejoice 
beyond the possibility of any note of wail. 

March 21. 

A rainstorm from the northwest came over our golden hills 
swiftly and grandly as those of sultry summer in the Mississippi 
Valley. It lasted about one minute, but was the most sudden 
downpour from the clouds, the most magnificent cataract of the 
sky mountains I have seen. A portion of the sky to the east was 
brushed smooth with thin white clouds, and the rain torrents 
showed clearly against them to a great height. This cloud water
fall, like those of Yosemite rocks, was neither spray, rain, nor 
solid water. How glorious a baptism did our flowers receive, and 
how sweet their breath! ... 

The fields are lovely. The warm rains of the last week have 
doubled the depth of plant life and opened whole lakes and seas 
of color. 

There is a small Plantago, a silky gray, half-silvery plant which 
has done more during the last few days for the general beauty of 
the plains than all others combined. It is now long enough to 
wave and show ripples of shade. It gives its peculiar gray.plushy 
color to all of the lower shallows of gravelly hillsides. A happy, 
tnodest plant. 
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March 22. 

Bright, blowy, and cool. One of the Eschscholtzias has stamens 
and pistils nearly alike, and both resemble leaves. There is a 
circle of pods arranged like a vase. The filaments show, not as 
answering to the stalk of the leaf, but as the leaf itself. The 
apparent separation of the anther is only a line drawn to show 
that something else is to be written. The organs of plants form 
a circle, and, considering the cotyledon as the primary, least de
veloped organ, the leaves exactly opposite, or halfway to the 
pistil, would be the most perfect organ. In plants of distinctness 
of variation this point of greatest variation is always about mid
way betwixt root and flower. 

The simpler plants may be considered as a series of concentric 
--) cylinders. The leaves form one or many cylinders, of which only a 

small portion of the upper end is free. The whorls of the floral 
organs are fringed ends of other cylinders. It is only where many 
individual plant existences mass into groups of greater or lesser 
complexity upon one root that the simplicity of this arrangement 
of plant bodies is hidden. 

March 23. 

Vegetation is deepening with inconceivable rapidity. 

March 27. 

The wavy hills are mantled in abundant, divine, gushing, liv
ing plant gold, forming the most glowing landsca~ the eye of 
man can behold. The light-colored radiate yellow Composita is 
upon warm banks .. The frothy white plants of ravines and dimple 
cups show like patches of unmelted snow, and purple gilias and 
lilies and heliotropes blend with the grand hill waves of heavenly 
gold. 

March 31. 

Sun-gold to sun-gold with not a cloud to separate. 
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April 5· 
Four cloudless April days filled in every pore and chink with 

unsoftened undiluted sunshine. 

April 9. 
Saw two splendid bird waders in a shallow. They were more 

than half crimson. 

April 15. 
The foothill deciduous Quercus douglasii oaks are in full leaf. 

Their leaf fall is about December. 

Clouds. Scattering of hail, cool. 
April 20. 

April 24-
Wann. The plains are dim and brown already. The light of 

the whole sky of plant suns has faded. The glory has departed, 
but another glory has come, scarcely less obvious to those who 
look and wait for it. 

April 25. 
Warm. The plains are colored a dim purple and gray and yel

low, with faint fading patches of green. The purple is from the 
stems of Compositre and cresses, and the bare soil. The gray is 
from a species of Gnaphalium and withered corollas of other Com
positre and the second scale-corollas of Compositre. The yellow 
is from grass stems and a few lingering flowers. 

May 2. 

The plants of the plains are rapidly finishing their course. 
Many have sown their seeds, but, still undecayed, assist the land
scape with color of stem or persistent calyx and involucre. Some 
have dry cha:ffy stars of five rays like a flower composed of the 
withered involucres. Others have the seeds with calyx and corolla 
attached, spread in silvery shining heads, thus giving the charm 
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of a second :flowering. The death of :flowers in this garden is only 
a change from one form of beauty to another. 

May 6. 

Clouds. Thunder in the mountains. 

May 9. 

Hot. At a ranch just out of sight of the plains in the first oak
planted foothills a great number of handsome birds have made 
homes in a piazza in hanging nests. I never saw birds so elegant 

· and beautiful choose the confusion of a human home-also the 
safety and scenery of an old barn - before the pure purple and 
green of the forest or plain. I observed one that had a nest be
neajh a dirty mop which accidentally had been left against a 
fence. Nevertheless, with all this depravity, they, the Carpo
dacus, or house finch, are sweet singers and are well dressed. 

At Snelling's Ranch. 
Undated. 

The sun is a few degrees above the ground and is shining dimly '1 

through fleecy clouds that drift apout the Sierra. All the rest of 
the sky-dome is lighted, and a little of the morning purple is 
still left unburied by the stronger light of the growing day. This 
place is neither mountain nor plain. It belongs to the band of · 
hills that skirt the higher mountains. The Coast Range is not 
visible, neither are the high peaks so constantly seen frcpm the 
level plains. 

The landscape is open, with flowing undulating hills, colored in 
autumn yellow and purple, dotted freely with the low branchy 
foothill white oaks and lichen-colored groups of slate slabs erect 
or leaning like decaying tombstones. Nearly every flower has' 
received its latest portion of life blessings, but continues to make 
the world beautiful. A few lilies, Lilium, Brodirea, Calochor .. 
tus, etc., that have a store of food in deep-buried bulbs, continue.! 
to bloom with a few humble scrophs and clovers along water-: 
courses . 

At Smoky Jack's Sheep Camp 
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May 16. 
Warm. The plains are finely dappled in yellow from grass 

stems in hollows. The only plan ts in full bloom are a species of 
deep blue liliaceous flower, the Brodirea, and a purple larkspur. 

May 27. 
Hazy and hot at Hopetown on the Merced. The mountain 

summits are scarce visible. The last rains have hasten·ed the de
composition of the parched grasses of the plains, which have now 
permanently assumed the ordinary purple and yellow of the 
winter of dry heat. Living plants are at the lakes and streams, 
and up in the cool, shadowy, watered mountains. 

May 28. 
Hazy and hot. All of the larger animals seek for cool shadows. 

Insect life is in full gush of vigor. 

Hot. Dreamy, hazy, glowing days. 
May 30. 

Oveny and oppre.ssive. 
May 31. 




